Nuclear Threat Initiative

OUR VISION
A world safe from preventable global catastrophe

OUR MISSION
To transform global security by driving systemic solutions to nuclear and biological threats imperiling humanity

OUR CORE VALUES

Uncompromising Integrity
We adhere to the highest standards of trustworthiness, mutual respect, and excellence.

Intellectual Independence
We serve the global public interest unbound by national, political, or financial allegiances.

Creative Collaboration
We forge innovative partnerships that multiply our impact.

Diverse Perspectives
We foster an inclusive, equitable culture that respects and lifts a range of voices and ideas, including those who have been traditionally underrepresented.

Enduring Optimism
We share an abiding belief that a better future is possible.
2020 Estimated Global Nuclear Warhead Inventories
The world’s nuclear-armed states possess a combined total of nearly 13,500 nuclear warheads; more than 90% belong to Russia and the United States. Approximately 9,500 warheads are in military service, with the rest awaiting dismantlement.

Retired: warheads no longer in the stockpile but remain intact as they await dismantlement
Stockpiled: warheads assigned for potential use on military delivery vehicles; includes active and inactive warheads.
Strategic Deployed: warheads on ballistic missiles and at U.S. bomber bases. Numbers based on New START counting rules which attribute one deployed warhead per deployed heavy bomber no matter how many warheads each bomber actually carries.

Source: Hans M. Kristensen, Shannon N. Kile, Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, and the U.S. Department of State. Updated: August 2020
#CranesForOurFuture Campaign

**Who:** The Hiroshima Organization for Global Peace & Nuclear Threat Initiative invite you to join with leaders, cultural influencers, & families around the world

**What:** fold a paper crane & share on social media along with your wishes for a brighter future & the #CranesForOurFuture hastag

**When:** campaign kick-off mid-July; share your cranes August 6-9

**How:** follow this link to sign up [https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=de0ts5es5EWJzb4x_x73hL96mBv3LDRBnziTyFuDmZUQzVaMTFaWko2VlJQUEs2VM1BMWZERQkQxMyQlQCN0PWcu](https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=de0ts5es5EWJzb4x_x73hL96mBv3LDRBnziTyFuDmZUQzVaMTFaWko2VlJQUEs2VM1BMWZERQkQxMyQlQCN0PWcu)